MCR Committee meeting
14/6/2016
Apologies = Wen, Izzie, Charlotte, Grace, Gabriel, Josie
How was punting with fireworks? Seemed Good. Max has organised payment via Kay, Andreas actually took
people punting
MCR Survey

 Announce winners of survey? - no, we should not let the identities of the survey be known, so
Nicky will send out an email saying the winners have now been chosen, but no identify them.
Action: Nicky

 At next Open meeting, we will publish the results

Bar

 Get people to work bar
 Announce that the bar is open on the 18th
 Bar training for Butterfield is 17th (6pm), opening bar on 18th

Garden Party

 Check there is a party form. Action: Nicky
 PAT testing
 Song playlist  Ticket price = £5 MCR, £7.5 guests
 encouraged to INVITE YOUR FRIENDS!
 MCR committee, band = Free tickets + 2 free drinks

 <set up> Those MCR committee members present: Nicky, Ed, Andreas, Max, Xiaokun, Gabriel
1. Speakers – will take MCR speakers over
 Beforehand:

1. Decor = Aditi & Tessa
2. Layout = Tessa
3. Drink purchases – Gabriel/Alex
4. Wrist bands = Nicky
 Different roles at any one time. Action: Nicky will make a timetable to assign roles at specific times
during:

1. Running the bar
2. Activities – Limbo & Hula hoops
3. Music monitor – Action: Grace, Max will check with Andy if we need to hand them the playlist.
Grace will buy student spotify account, copy the music, then give this to Max well in advance of
the day
4. Band helper
5. ticketing
6. Food = Catering
 <clean up> everyone

 Songlist – the band will give this to Andy directly beforehand
 Discussion of the Band:

1. Needs to fit the outside nature & not be too loud due to a potentially inside environment (if it
rains) and so as not to affect the rest of college – Jazz or acoustic, need to speak to the band.

2. Band liaison = Andreas/Ed, all the committee needs to do is help the band take over the amps etc
before the garden party. We are happy with giving them free tickets.

 Garden party budget / planning (Andreas & Nicky will help)

Speakers – Ed: suggestion for MCR speaker situation. We could burchase a bar speaker for the TV,b which
shouldn't be too expensive then move the current speakers into more-or-less permantent position either
side of the projector
Bar worker reimbursement scheme – discussion of how to persuade people to work at the Butterfield bar
over the summer. It is thought that people should be paid in drinks largely (or equivalent of something else
if drinks are not desirable). Money payment must certainly be avoided. 2 suggestions:
1. worker paid 1 drink per shift, supervisor paid 3 per shift with the argument that the supervisor has
more responsibility than a regular worker and more duties i.e. will clear up afterwards etc whereas
the worker does not have to. The large difference in reimbursement might persuade more people to
become supervisors

2. worker and supervisor paid equally – 2 drinks each, equal pay although the jobs are different,
supervisor is responsible and cleans but does less of the actual pouring drinks.
Generally option 2 is favoured

Miniball theme – reserved

